*Human Evolutionary Genetics* is a highly recommended textbook that helps readers understand differences in the human genome and how evolution has affected development of the genome and acquired diversity.

The book's chapters delineate the complexity of these topics. The introductory chapter sets the foundation for an in-depth analysis of how the history of evolution guides the development of genomic diversity and variation. The chapters that follow narrate the organization of the human genome, genetic variation, and different tools to analyze genome diversity; elucidate the basic concept of population genetics and evolution; and focus on the origin of humans and explicate the genetic basis of the differences between humans and our evolutionary ancestors. The last few chapters illustrate the human colonization of the globe, the genetic diversity that exists in different parts of the world, and the evolutionary approach in understanding these phenotypic variations. At the end of each chapter, the authors have provided a comprehensive summary. Overall, the chapters render a coherent flow in understanding the concepts of genome diversity, interpretation of genetic variation, origin of the humans, the colonization of the world, and, finally, applications of the evolutionary approach to interpret genetic diseases and complexities.

The distinguishing feature of this book is the inclusion of "Opinion Boxes," which are comments from guest authors and experts in different fields of biology.

This book is very well laid out for those who want to introduce themselves to the concepts of evolution and genetics and is a good read for advanced undergraduates and graduates, as well as geneticists, human biologists, anthropologists, and others.
